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ONGOING ACTIVITIES CONCERNING NEW EE DIRECTIVE

Period Nov.2017 – March 2018:

1. Overview of Issues related to the (Model) Draft Energy Efficiency Law
2. Potential list of by-laws and other documents arising from the transposition of the Energy Efficiency Directive
3. Specific procedure for assigning ESCO
4. Analysis of the REC for the transposition of Article 8 of the Directive - Conclusion of a meeting of working group regarding Art.8 implementation
5. MoE waiting for answer for the preparation of Strategy of reconstruction of buildings in public sector up to 2050
6. Activities concerning launch of Preparation of IV NEEAP 2019-2020
7. Start of software for MVP on server of MoE in nov 2017 (project GIZ)
8. Start of implementation of Rulebook for consumption of energy in Public sector.(Energy Agency of R. Macedonia)
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